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Assess stakeholder needs for 
Grouping & Read-Across for:

WP1 Framework design and coordination of construction

Lifecycle: Human exposure & 
environmental release WP2

descriptions key to grouping

What they are WP3

physicochemical 
characteristics key to grouping

Where they go WP4
Characterise fate, uptake and 
toxicokinetics relevant to 
grouping

Where they go WP5
Identify relevent hazard 
outcomes relevant for 
grouping

ITS for tiered characterisation 
of release

Generate those that are 
missing

ITS for tiered descriptor ITS for tiered characteristation 
of fate, uptake and 
toxicokinetics

ITS for tiered hazard 

Stakeholder engagement, dissemination and exploitation WP7

Data curation for new data during tool development
Date curation from which tools can draw data

Project coordination and management  WP8

WP6 WP6
Integration of data/info to allow hypothesis generation
Integration of ITS for hypothesis testing

Tools for descriptors

Generate those that are 
missing

Tools for fate, uptake, 
toxicokinetics

Generate those that are 
missing

Tools for hazard outcomes

Generate those that are 
missing

Hi Gemma
this looks great, many thanks.

Objectives:
in the illustration, we need to updated the title or take it out. The illustration is about the 
objectives. The ‘Grouping framework’ needs to go back into the middle of the circle as these are 
the objectives to generate the Framework.

quality is not amazing, but hopefully kind of acceptable: https://drive.google.com/drive/
folders/1mX27pYHB90SpS6E2m9E3P1_tFtZvWtKb?usp=sharing

Brochure title page: description of the title: Can we do it as following to see what Gracious stands 

assessment of manufactured nanomaterials and Safer design of nano-enabled products

it is a problem to read?

Expected results: The Framework and its Intelligent... - replace it with its
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Assess stakeholder needs for 
Grouping & Read-Across for:

WP1 Framework design and coordination of construction

Lifecycle: Human exposure & 
environmental release WP2

descriptions key to grouping

What they are WP3

physicochemical 
characteristics key to grouping

Where they go WP4
Characterise fate, uptake and 
toxicokinetics relevant to 
grouping

Where they go WP5
Identify relevent hazard 
outcomes relevant for 
grouping
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of release
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ITS for tiered descriptor ITS for tiered characteristation 
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Stakeholder engagement, dissemination and exploitation WP7

Data curation for new data during tool development
Date curation from which tools can draw data

Project coordination and management  WP8

WP6 WP6
Integration of data/info to allow hypothesis generation
Integration of ITS for hypothesis testing
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Generate those that are 
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Hi Gemma
this looks great, many thanks.

Objectives:
in the illustration, we need to updated the title or take it out. The illustration is about the 
objectives. The ‘Grouping framework’ needs to go back into the middle of the circle as these are 
the objectives to generate the Framework.

quality is not amazing, but hopefully kind of acceptable: https://drive.google.com/drive/
folders/1mX27pYHB90SpS6E2m9E3P1_tFtZvWtKb?usp=sharing

Brochure title page: description of the title: Can we do it as following to see what Gracious stands 

assessment of manufactured nanomaterials and Safer design of nano-enabled products

it is a problem to read?

Expected results: The Framework and its Intelligent... - replace it with its

Data curation from which tools can draw data


